1. 20th anniversary ticket envelope (36)
2. 20th anniversary invitation (33)
   a. Held Sept. 11 at Justin Herman Plaza
3. “R-Day” guest pass (9)
   a. Jan. 29, 1973
4. Resolution from the County of Alameda (34)
   a. “Now, therefore, be it resolved, that this Board of Supervisors, County of Alameda, State of California, does hereby raise its collective voice in 20th birthday salutations to the ever-expanding BART system; and be it further resolved that this Board takes public cognizance of the incalculable contributions BART has made to the furtherance of public mass transportation.”
5. Executive Decision Document (42)
   a. “Purpose: To obtain Board’s approval to award the transit vehicle procurement Contract 42DA-110 to Morrison-Knudsen.”
6. Daly City Yard – Turnback – 1990 coaster (30)
7. BART Today newsletter from February 1972 (38)
   a. “Engineering News on the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit System”
   b. Published by Parsons Brinckerhoff-Tudor-Bechtel
8. BART: A bright new day for the Bay Area magazine (28)
   a. Published by BART at unknown date
9. Fortune magazine from September 1970 (7)
   a. Special advertising section “which tells the future of Bay Area Rapid Transit,” paid for by the Greater San Francisco Chamber of Commerce
   b. “Here we are building a rapid transit system which can be the prototype for many metropolitan areas.”
10. All About BART brochure (8)
    a. Details how to use the system and includes timetables
11. 20th anniversary postcard (32)
    a. “Thanks for 20 – The Best Is Yet to Come!”
    b. Artwork created by Aaron Cathey
12. First issue of BART Times newsletter, February to March 1982 (17)
    a. “In these pages we will bring you news and features about BART; our future plans to increase capacity and improve service; our behind-the-scenes operations, such as how we wash the cars and clean the stations; our employees – who they are and how they do their jobs; our directors – who they are and their goals for BART.”
13. Photos of inspection of the Transbay Tube earthquake joints after the Loma Prieta earthquake (12)
    a. Features photos of Robert Warshaw, earthquake join designer, and BART Chief Engineer, Matthew M. McDole Jr.
15. 20th anniversary magazine (35)
a. “Still Rolling After All These Years”
17. 20th anniversary edition of BARTalk, Sept. 11, 1992 (45)
18. BARTalk, March 1990 (unnumbered)
19. BARTalk, April to May 1988 (39)
   a. “First C-Car in Service Marks Milestone for BART”
20. 1971-72 Annual Report (5)
21. First BART labor agreements (3)
22. Copy of BARTD Resolution No. 1 (10)
   a. Adopted November 26, 1957
23. November 1972 BARTD telephone directory (4)
24. “Safe Employee” Rolling Stock and Shops pin (56)
25. “Take your BART, Please!” pin (22)
26. 1989 Trans-Bay World Series pin (18)
27. “The times they are a changing…” schedule change pin (53)
28. Business cards (unnumbered)
   a. Includes B.R. Stokes, Harold Willson, and more
   a. Includes multiple photos of the rail grinders
30. Weekend and weekday train schedules, effective June 1992 (47)
31. Information Systems newsletter (54)
32. BARTD survey marker (2)
33. BARTD telephone directory from April 1992 (unnumbered)
34. BART: 1972-1992 advertising supplement (21)
35. Headlines about 500 BART job listings (41)
36. BART Day One first rider ticket from 1972 (1)
37. “Good for one free ride” ticket for BART’s Labor Day Fling, Sept. 6, 1976 (15)
38. Embarcadero opening days souvenir ticket (13)
39. Invitation to groundbreaking of Dublin/Pleasanton and Pittsburg/Antioch extensions
   (unnumbered)
41. Photograph of the 20th anniversary committee
   a. Starla Anderson, John Rennels, Kay Springer, Mike Healy, Carol Asker
42. BART: History in the Making pamphlet (46)
43. Video of 1991 BART Extension, “The Four Hour Problem” (11)
44. Cartoon of BR Stokes by Ken Flexander (19)
   a. “And in the eleventh year, he rested.”
45. KCBS “Special Reports” on BART’s 20th anniversary cassette (unnumbered)
   a. Features Jerry Wilcox
46. Paper BART train (50)
47. Magnetic tape containing source code of the Computer Automatic Block System (24)
   a. “The magnetic tape contains versions of source code of the “CABS” (Computer
      Automatic Block System) program which was used by BART for train separation until the
SORS system was proven, and track signalling modifications were made, to allow operations of trains close together.” – Memo from Arthur Clarke to Carol Asker

   a. “Dig-In”

49. Frank Wilson, General Manager, nameplate (40)

50. 20th anniversary t-shirt (48)

51. BART map t-shirt (26)

52. Groundbreaking ceremony Oct. 25, 1991 t-shirt (16)

53. Circuit board (23)

54. Thyristor motor current controller (51)
   a. “ATC equipment determines demand-accelerate or de-accelerate signals to logic tray which controls signals to thyristor”
   b. From Communications and Component Repair 1982

55. Flatpak 4 input nand gate from 1972 (52)
   a. “ATC equipment revenue vehicle and wayside mux boxes used on these circuit boards as logic gates”
   b. From C and CR Dept, 1982

56. AFC equipment – ticket vendors and fare gates (20)
   a. “Read-verify head, wherever a ticket is processed this head is used to read data...value...Embarc Station”

57. “J” hook with Lossy Line antenna (14)
   a. “This assembly represents 30 plus miles of antenna and 10,000 plus ‘J’ hook installed for train radio communications.”
   b. From 1982

58. Hundreds of employee signatures on large pieces of paper (31)

59. Happy Birthday BART poster from 10th anniversary (32)

60. BART logo poster from 10th anniversary (49)